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ABOUT US 
 

OUR PURPOSE 

To empower and assist those people who 

have experienced adoption, donor assisted 

reproduction or other separation from 

family by providing a formal structure 

through which to deliver efficient and 

effective advice, search and support services 

and advocacy. 

 

OUR CORE VALUES 

 Self help  

 Respect  

 Empowerment  

 Integrity  

 Professionalism  

 Inclusiveness 

 

OUR VISION 

VANISH will support those affected by 

adoption and donor conception to 

understand the process of separation from 

family and, where appropriate, rediscover 

families and rebuild connection.  

 

VANISH will foster debate on the 

importance of the connection between 

mother and child and share learning related 

to identity formation that has been derived 

from working with adopted people. 

 

 

 

OUR SERVICES  

VANISH offers the following services: 

 Confidential specialist search assistance 

 Information about the rights of 
individuals  

 Assistance with applications for records  

 Support – by phone, email or face to face  

 Facilitated peer support groups  

 In-house counselling service 

 Counselling and other referrals  

 Secondary consultations for 
professionals 

 Counsellor training 

 Community education 

 Regional information sessions 

 Advocating for our service users 
 
OUR CLIENTS 

Our Services are for 

 People affected by adoption in Victoria - 
mothers, fathers, adopted persons 
and adoptive parents  

 People affected by adoption in other 
states and territories, overseas as well as 
intercountry adoption  

 People affected by donor conception - 
donors, offspring and parents 

 Forgotten Australians -  former wards of 
state, defacto adoptions and/or those 
who were  placed in institutional or 
foster care in Victoria 



 

 

VANISH acknowledges 

the Department of Health and Human Services for the  

funding and support of the work of VANISH. 
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COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT & STAFF 

COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT 2016 - 2017            Status at year end 

 

Members     Representing   Term Commenced 

Penny Mackieson (Chair)   Offspring    October 2014 

Tricia Lester  (Secretary)   Natural Parent   September 2013 

Simon Pryor (Treasurer)   Offspring    May 2017 

Cathy Burnett    Independent Expert  September 2013 

Dominic Golding    Offspring    September 2014 

Courtney Du Toit    Independent Expert  February 2015 

Sue Green     Offspring    September 2015 

Kim Buck     Offspring    September 2015 

Paul Ruff     Natural Parent   September 2015 

Charlotte Smith    Manager    May 2016 

      Ex-Officio 

 

___________________________________ 

 

STAFF TEAM 

 

Name     Title      Joined VANISH 

Charlotte Smith   Manager     July 2013 

Karen Francis   Administrator/Receptionist  April 2016 

Elizabeth Tomlinson  Search and Support Coordinator/ November 2007 

     Counselling Coordinator 

Mary Rawson   Search and Support Worker  February 2004 

Maire Peckett   Search and Support Worker  July 2008 

Gail Holstock   Search and Support Worker  August 2013 

SallyRose Carbines   Search and Support Worker  November 2016  

Julie Gomez    Search and Support Worker  August 2017 

 

Jenny Conrick   Associate Counsellor   February 2017 

Barbara Burns   Accountant (Volunteer)   July 2010 

Kerri Licheni    Bookkeeper (Contractor)   April 2011 

Myra Krafft    Communications Assistant   March 2016 

     (Volunteer) 

Elaine McDuff   Administration (Volunteer)  February 2017 
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CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT 

Dear Members, 

On behalf of the VANISH Committee of Management, 
I am pleased to report on 2016-17. It was a very busy 
and productive year for VANISH, and I commend the 
efforts and achievements of our small team of highly 
professional, skilled and dedicated staff and 
Committee members, and our wonderful volunteers.  

In response to demand from our service users, and in 
accordance with our mission and strategic planning 
goals, VANISH has continued to deliver, and even to 
expand, our suite of high-quality services to the 
adoption and donor conception communities.  

We received a similar number of new search requests 
relating to adoptions and state wardship, and 
attendances at our regional support groups were also 
comparable, to the previous year. As demand for our 
counselling service has continued to grow, we 
extended provision to the Geelong and Warrnambool 
area, as well as continuing provision centrally from 
our North Melbourne office.  

In January 2017, we were advised by the Department 
of Health & Human Services (DHHS) that VANISH had 
been authorised to assist the Victorian Assisted 
Reproductive Treatment Authority (VARTA) by 
providing search services for people affected by past 
donor conception policies and practices. This new 
service has been operating effectively since the 
beginning of March 2017 – more details are provided 
later in this report.  

We have entered 2017-18 in a reasonable financial 
position. However, we continue to seek sufficient 
recurrent funding to ensure the continuity of our full 
suite of services. In December 2016, with the support 
of Minister Jenny Mikakos, VANISH was granted some 
additional funds by DHHS for this purpose, but only on 
a one-off basis for 2016-17.  

During much of 2016-17, VANISH staff and Committee 
members were engaged in a major continuous 
improvement and accreditation exercise. For the first 
time, VANISH came into scope for accreditation 
against DHHS’s community services sector standards, 
and a set of relevant industry standards regarding 
governance – now a requirement for continued 
funding from DHHS. Our independent accreditation 
assessment was undertaken in late May 2017, and we 
could not have hoped for a better outcome. VANISH 
was approved against both DHHS’s standards, and the  

 

Australian Service Excellence Standards (ASES) – an 
internationally accredited quality improvement 
program for non-government organisations in the 
community services sector. But most impressively, 
VANISH was approved with no corrective action 
required! This is apparently very rare for small 
organisations like ours going through accreditation for 
the first time. From now on, VANISH will undergo a re-
accreditation process every three years. 

Meanwhile, VANISH continued our ongoing advocacy 
work, including making submissions to various 
government inquiries. The key ones were the 
Victorian Law Reform Commission’s review of the 
Adoption Act 1984 – discussed later in this report; and 
the Commission for Children and Young People’s 
permanency amendments inquiry. 

I take this opportunity to publicly thank those who 
contributed to VANISH as Committee of Management 
members but have retired since our last AGM: Tania 
Curlis (Treasurer), Dominic Golding and Kim Buck. I 
also thank Helen Boucher who took up the role of 
Treasurer for three months after Tania’s resignation 
while we recruited another Treasurer. 

I also formally welcome Simon Pryor, our new 
Treasurer, to the VANISH Committee of Management. 
Simon brings a wealth of relevant personal and 
professional experience and expertise to the 
governance of our organisation. 

Finally, I thank Charlotte, each of our staff, 
contractors, volunteers and my fellow Committee 
members for your contributions to VANISH. I believe 
that the valuable work our organisation performs is 
reflected in our constantly growing membership, 
which was 787 as at the end of June 2017. I am proud 
and excited to be continuing this work together. 

Penny Mackieson 

Chair, VANISH Inc. 
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MANAGER’S REPORT 

Dear Members, 

I am very pleased to present to you VANISH’s report 
for 2016/17 which, as our Chairperson has described 
in her report, has been an exceptional year.  

Every day VANISH receives calls, letters, emails and 
visits from people wanting information and/or 
assistance. They might be a person in their 60s, 70s or 
80s who has just found out they were adopted, they 
might be a mother separated from their son or 
daughter who would like advice about contact or 
reunion, they might be a person who was a ward of 
state and then adopted who is searching for siblings, 
or a donor conceived person searching for a donor 
parent. We regularly receive referrals from agencies in 
other states or countries, reminding us of the distance 
and effort involved for some individuals seeking to 
establish their identity and/or reconnect with family 
members. These are just a few of the many different 
scenarios that occur in the lives of our service users. 

It is these requests that give us our purpose and 
motivation and make our work interesting and 
satisfying. Knowing we have the expertise to assist 
people in some small way to deal with the often 
challenging complexities they face is extremely 
rewarding. Similarly, being in a position to advise and 
educate professionals regarding the impact of 
separation, adoption and donor conception, and how 
to support those affected, is extremely fulfilling.  

A recent highlight for me was reading the responses 
to the survey we sent out to members and service 
users. It was incredibly heart-warming to see how 
much trouble individuals we have supported went to 
in order to provide us with feedback. The team and I 
really appreciated all the responses we received 
either online, by post or by fax. Some of you wrote at 
length about your experience with VANISH and we 
were again reminded of the importance of the work 
we do and the impact it can have.  

Reflecting on the year, I would like to recognise and 
acknowledge the way in which the VANISH team has 
continued to deliver an outstanding service while also 
taking on a challenging workload with the 
accreditation process and establishing a new search 
service for people affected by donor conception.  I 
thank them sincerely for their extraordinary effort and 
congratulate them on the outcomes. The team are - 
Liz Tomlinson, Maire Peckett, Mary Rawson, SallyRose 
Carbines, Gail Holstock and Karen Francis. 

 

I would particularly like to commend Liz Tomlinson on 
her tenth year of service. Liz coordinates the Search 
and Support team and is our Melbourne-based 
Counsellor. She is an extremely knowledgeable and 
respected specialist in the field of post-adoption 
support. I congratulate Liz on her exceptional service.  

I also wish to welcome Julie Gomez to our Search and 
Support team, and to acknowledge the two 
professionals who assisted us with preparing for the 
independent review – Adam D’Arcy who supported 
the team to review and document our policies and 
procedures, and Wendy Caudle who assisted with 
policy-writing. Their support was invaluable and we 
are very appreciative.   

This year we have continued to enjoy fruitful 
collaboration with partners Association of 
Relinquishing Mothers (ARMS) and Open Place, and 
we have been delighted to work closely with the 
Victorian Assisted Reproductive Treatment Authority 
(VARTA). We also wish to acknowledge the 
Department of Health and Human Services for funding 
our services, and to Relationships Australia Victoria 
for the provision of small grants. 

I am extremely grateful to the Chair, Penny 
Mackieson, the Executive and the Committee 
Members for their leadership and guidance this year, 
and for their considerable efforts in relation to 
ensuring VANISH achieved accreditation.  

I look forward to working with the staff team and 
Committee members in 2017-18 and to consolidating 
the new services, policies and procedures we have put 
in place. I also look forward to meeting and engaging 
with more members and service users over the 
coming year. 

Charlotte Smith 

Manager, VANISH Inc. 
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ACCREDITATION 

In May 2016 the Department of Health and Human 
Services (DHHS) advised VANISH that our organisation 
had come into scope for accreditation against the 
Human Services Standards (HSS). This involved being 
independently reviewed against the HSS and also a 
separate set of governance and leadership standards. 
For the latter, VANISH selected the Australian Service 
Excellence Standards (ASES) (Certificate level), 
developed by the Department of Communities and 
Social Inclusion in South 
Australia. Accreditation against 
the HSS is now a requirement in 
order to receive DHHS funding.  

VANISH was required to provide 
evidence against 207 indicators, 
of which 112 were service 
focussed and 95 related to 
governance and leadership. The 
categories for assessment under 
the HSS were Empowerment, 
Access and Engagement, 
Wellbeing, and Participation. 
Indicators for these categories 
included how VANISH advises 
service users of their rights and 
responsibilities, how diversity is 
embraced, complaints 
management, how privacy and 
confidentiality is ensured and 
how VANISH delivers services in a 
fair, equitable and transparent 
manner.  

The areas reviewed under ASES were Planning, 
Governance, Financial and Contract Management, 
People, Partnerships, Communication, Service 
Outcomes, and Consumer Outcomes. Within these 
categories, VANISH was assessed on matters such as 
strategic planning, risk management, human resource 
management, cultural inclusion, how we communicate 
with service users and stakeholders, and the ways in 
which we assess outcomes.  

VANISH was required by the Department to meet all 
the standards in order to achieve accreditation - a tall 
order given these same standards are applied to large 
organisations with complex service models and 
dedicated quality and compliance personnel.  

Between December last year and May this year the 
VANISH staff team, Manager and Committee of 

Management (COM) put in additional days and hours 
in order to complete the substantial amount of work 
involved. A large component of this work was 
documenting existing policies and procedures, but in 
some cases it involved reviewing activities or 
processes, establishing new policies and guidelines, 
and developing new resources. It was an extraordinary 
amount of work for the team to take on.  

The Independent Review was 
undertaken by Quality Innovation 
Performance (QIP) between 30th 
May and 1st June this year. As part 
of the audit the reviewers 
interviewed service users, partners, 
support group facilitators, 
employees, volunteers, the 
Manager and the Executive of the 
COM. We are delighted to say that 
VANISH received full accreditation, 
with no corrective action, which was 
a significant achievement for a small 
organisation going through the 
process for the first time. 

A section of the Executive Summary 
of the reviewers report endorsing 
VANISH services is shown in the 
insert. 

The VANISH leadership team is 
delighted with this outcome and 
congratulates staff and volunteers 
who have long delivered a high 
quality service and who contributed 

substantially to preparing VANISH for the review.  

From now on VANISH will be able to use the following 
sign to indicate accreditation to indicate that the 
Department considers VANISH to be delivering quality 
services with sound governance and leadership and 
appropriate quality improvement practices. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

”VANISH presents as an 
organisation strongly committed to 
delivering high quality services that 
are governed and managed by 
skilled, committed staff and 
supported by efficient and effective 
systems.  

The organisations service delivery is 
based strongly on a Service User 
centred model that is well 
documented, reflected across all 
programs, and extensively 
influenced by participation and 
supported through a wide range of 
structures and processes. Practice is 
clearly founded on rights and this 
was demonstrated through 
documented systems and evidenced 
through observations and 
interviews.”  
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SEARCH & SUPPORT SERVICES 

The 2016-17 year has been a busy year for VANISH 
with an increase in number of registrants and searches 
compared to last year, partly but not only due to the 
new service for people affected by donor conception 
(with VARTA). The Search and Support team also 
responded to a larger number of requests for support 
and information than last year.   

The following section provides an overview of how 
many newly registered with VANISH, how many new 
searches were registered, and the numbers of contacts 
in relation to other services delivered. 

  

New Registrations: 

In 2016-17 VANISH registered 234 new service users of 
which 176 were direct service users and 58 were 
through other agencies. The average age of new 
service users is 52 years, the same as last year.  

Status of New Registrants: 

New registrants include: Natural Parents (NPs), 
Adopted Persons (ADs), Relatives of ADs, Forgotten 
Australians (FAs) and Relatives of FAs. Donor 
Conceived People (DCPs) and Donor Parents were all 
referred through VARTA this year.  

 

 

New Searches 

There were 321 new searches registered for 
2016-2017. Of these; 

 171 persons sought were Natural Parents 

 20 persons sought were adopted persons 

 49 persons sought were natural relatives 
 of adopted persons i.e. as siblings and 
 grandparents 

 25 persons sought were FA’s and/or 
 natural relatives of FA’s 

 56 persons sought were Donors or Donor 
Conceived Persons 

 
This data is shown in the adjacent chart with 
a comparison of the past four years. 

The 234 new registrations comprised: 

 159  ADs or Relatives of ADs 

 11  Natural Parents 

 5  FAs or Relatives of FAs 

 3 Agency searches on behalf of ADs, 
 FAs,  

 56 Agency searches on behalf of 
 DCPs and DPs 
 
The total number of new registrants and 
the breakdown by categories is shown in 
the adjacent chart which provides a 
comparison with the past four years.  
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SEARCH & SUPPORT SERVICES 

Support & Information 

VANISH was extremely busy with providing support, 
information and referrals this year;   

 information and support was provided to 760 
individuals via telephone, email and face to face 

 70 referrals were made to government and non-
government agencies on behalf of service users 

 

 information about search, records, adoption and 
wardship related issues was provided in response 
to 306 requests from professionals  

 87 contacts attended  public and professional 
educational presentations including to historical 
societies, medical practitioners and the public 

 occurrences of media coverage were 13  

Donor Conceived Search Service 

In March this year VANISH started a new service 
funded by the Department of Health and Human 
Services (DHHS) which involves undertaking searches 
on behalf of people affected by donor conception. The 
service is delivered through an agreement with the 
Victorian Assisted Reproductive Treatment Authority 
(VARTA) which involves VARTA referring searches to 
VANISH and the results being provided back to VARTA 
so that an outreach can be made. Searches for pre-
1998 donors have a short timeframe due to the Act 
providing for identifying information to be released 
four months after the application is made (if not 
located) or, four months after the donor has been 
contacted by VARTA offering them an opportunity to 
lodge their contact preferences.  

Between March and June VARTA referred 56 searches 
to VANISH and at the end of June 46 results had been 
returned with only one not being able to be identified/
located by VANISH. The remaining searches are still 
underway. In the process of reporting to the 
Department VANISH provides the average time taken  

 

to complete these searches (in calendar days). The 
shortest time taken to complete a search was two days 
while the longest was 65 days. Most frequently 
searches took around seven days, while the mean 
average was 19 days.  

VARTA and the DHHS have expressed a high level of 
satisfaction with the timely and accurate service 
VANISH has provided. Having advocated on behalf of 
the community for over two decades VANISH is 
delighted to be able to provide this service.  

We are now in the process of establishing a way to 
respond to individual requests where further search 
work is required. For Donor Conceived Persons the 
relevant section of the legislation will require  that they 
provide VARTA with their results so that outreach can 
be made on their behalf.  

It has been a pleasure building working relationships 
and procedures with the team at VARTA and we 
congratulate  them on all they have achieved this year.  
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COUNSELLING   

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
This year VANISH has continued to provide face to face 
and telephone counselling services at our Howard 
Street premises to individuals living in the Melbourne 
metropolitan area and rural and regional areas.    
 
Also this year with additional funding from the 
Department of Health and Human Services, VANISH 
was able to establish a new counselling service in 
Western Victoria offering face to face appointments in 
Warnambool and Geelong, as well as telephone 
appointments to people living in other areas. VANISH 
was fortunate enough to engage Jenny Conrick as 
Counselling Associate to deliver this service. Jenny 
served as Senior Counsellor with VANISH until last year 
and we are delighted to have her involved in our 
service again. The service in Western Victoria is a small 
service that is highly valued by clients who have been 
using it.  
 
The VANISH counselling model is strengths based and 
recovery focused. It recognises the lifelong impacts of: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Counselling services from Melbourne and Western 
Victoria have been accessed by individuals requiring 
assistance to deal with a range of issues including grief 
and loss, late discovery of adopted status, complex 
family relationships, anxiety and depression, and a 
range of other issues affecting their wellbeing.  
 
In 2016-2017 there were 44 new clients registered for 
counselling services, two secondary consultations with 
professionals and three attendees at the therapeutic 
creativity group (please see page 10). A total number 
of 165 sessions were provided. Of these, 117 were 
from Melbourne and 35 were from Warnambool and 
Geelong. These figures are presented in the table 
below. 
 
VANISH intends to maintain the counselling services in 
Melbourne and Western Victoria for as long as funds 
will enable us to and there is demand. 
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 trauma 

 separation, loss, shame and 
secrecy; 

 grief (disenfranchised 
and retrospective); 

 infant and adult attachment styles 
and patterns of intimacy. 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Counsellor Register  

VANISH has continued to provide an online Counsellor 
Register which anyone can go onto the VANISH website 
and search to see if there is a counsellor trained in post-
adoption support in their vicinity.  Research has shown 
that individuals who have been separated from a child  

 

or from family through adoption and/or state wardship 
have not felt well understood by professionals and have 
found it difficult to find someone they trust to support.  
VANISH seeks to address this by providing Counsellor 
Training and the online Counsellor Register.  



 

 

SUPPORT GROUPS 

Metropolitan Groups 
 

Adopted Persons Only Group:   

Gail Holstock, Caroline Spiers 

 

Mixed Group:   

Liz Tomlinson, Diane Jacobson 

 

Donor Conceived Adults Support Group:  

Louise Watkins, Kate Bourne (VARTA) 

Regional Groups 
 

Facilitators:   

SallyRose Carbines, Bonney Dietrich, Debbie Garratt, 

Liz Joynson, Sue Kemsley,  Anne Mangan, Jill Sumner 

and Margaret Trommestad (resigned). 

 

Co-Facilitators & Support People:  

Helen Nicholson, Bobby (Neil Richards), Myra Krafft 

and  Kerina Martin 

SUPPORT GROUP FACILITATORS 

A big thank you to our Support Group Facilitators and Co-Facilitators.  

Without you we would not be able to provide this valuable service 

This year VANISH has continued to operate metro and 
regional support groups including establishing a new 
group in Mildura in collaboration with the Association 
of Relinquishing Mothers (ARMS). This group was 
established following a reconnaissance visit and joint 
presentations to professionals and the community.  

Mildura is the third location for VANISH to run support 
groups in partnership with ARMS, the other two being 
Ballarat and Traralgon. VANISH also operates groups in 
Melbourne, Bendigo and Albury-Wodonga. In most 
locations the groups rotate between a mothers only 

group, an adoptees only group, and a mixed group. In 
Melbourne VANISH operates a monthly mixed group 
and a monthly adoptee only group.  

Since their commencement, the regional groups have 
understandably not attracted the same numbers of 
participants as the metro groups. However even where 
attendance numbers are low the feedback has been 
that this type of support can make all the difference 
for people who feel isolated by their experience or 
who need information and support for a particular 
issue they are facing in their life.  

This year VANISH held a total of 76 groups with a total 
of 318 attendees. The breakdown is shown in the table 
below.  

Data for Regional and Metro Support Groups 

Location No of Groups No of Attendees 

Albury-Wodonga 12 42 

Ballarat 11 39 

Bendigo 11 17 

Melbourne 23 174 

Mildura 9 22 

Traralgon 10 24 

Total 76 318 

Manager Charlotte Smith with Secretary of ARMS, Jo Fraser being 
interviewed by the ABC on the bank of the River Murray  
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THERAPEUTIC GROUPS 

Creative Expression Course (Art Therapy)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In April VANISH ran a Creative Expression program for 
adult adoptees. Informed by her own experience as an 
adoptee, the facilitator Michele Hutchins is passionate 
about delivering programs to target the complex needs 
of people affected by adoption.  

Art Therapy involves providing a variety of art 
materials and a safe space for participants to create 
without judgment. The creative process offers 
profound access to feelings and memories that cannot 
always be expressed in words. Sessions are designed to 
include elements of fun through movement, music and 
play whilst also delving deep with creative and 
reflective works.  

 “You laugh, you cry, you feel free,  
 you feel safe and all the while being  
 gently cared for and guided by the  
 wonderful and experienced Michele.”   
 
The course was very well received and wonderful 
feedback was provided about Michele and the 

outcomes, included the following comments:  
 

VANISH has long appreciated the benefits of art 
therapy and did run creative groups some years ago so 
we are thrilled to be able to offer this opportunity once 
again thanks to a small grant from the COMPASS 
program. There will be another course running in 
October/November.  

VANISH would like to thank Michele for bringing her 
skills and experience to the course and thank the 
participants for generously sharing these photographs 
of their ‘work’. 
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“The work with clay was amazing for me and brought 
out a very interesting perspective on things.” 

“Best therapy I have experienced & continue 
at home.” 

“The facilitator’s flexibility in meeting the 
participants where they are on that day is 
really appreciated and highly appropriate I 
feel.” 

“Michele was sensitive and skillful as 
usual.” 

“Thoroughly enjoyable and beneficial once 
again!” 

Small Grants 

The Creative Expression course  described above was 
supported with small grant funding from 
Relationships Australia Victoria’s Compass Program 
under the Forced Adoption Support Services, funded 
by the Department of Social Services.  

 

VANISH is grateful to the Compass Program for this 
small grant and a second grant to run an another 
course. VANISH is also grateful for other small grants 
contributed towards establishing and promoting the 
regional groups.  

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 



 

 

Earlier this year VANISH undertook a satisfaction 
survey to get feedback from members and service 
users. Over 180 respondents completed the survey. 
Below are some of the highlights.   

Overall Performance 
Overwhelmingly (90%) rated the quality of VANISH’s 
services as either excellent or good. Respondents 
rated the extent to which their needs were met 
almost as highly, with 87% as excellent or good, and 
91% rated the workers as either excellent or good in 
terms of being respectful in their interactions with 
service users.  

The respondents then went on to positively reflect the 
work of VANISH’s team, rating them as either good or 
excellent in categories such as being respectful to 
individual circumstances (90%), being able to ‘hear’ or 
understand the feelings of the service user (89%), and 
the level of support provided to service users (93%) 
 

Search & Support 
For those who had utilised VANISH search services 
both general and specific feedback repeatedly 
highlighted not only the high quality of work VANISH 
does but also how highly valued VANISH’s role was in 
supporting people, often making a significant 
difference in their lives. Useful feedback was received 
about where improvements could be made including 
keeping service users more regularly informed about 
how their searches were progressing.  

Of the two thirds of people who accessed support 
through VANISH, 92% rated this support as either 
excellent or good. Suggestions for improvement 
included increasing staff, increasing counselling 
services, increasing time allocated for each person, 
and for a service user to be able to be in contact with 
the same worker each time.  

 
Counselling 
Of the people who utilised the counselling services, 
86% of respondents rated the experience as excellent 
or good. A significant number or people identified 
being supported and being heard by a supportive and 
understanding professional as the most positive 
outcome. Other benefits noted were being able to 
access good information, that respondents were able 
to reach a positive outcome from the experience and 
valuing the skillset of the counsellor.  
 

Support Groups 
Of the people who had attended support groups a 
large proportion (82%) rated their experience as 
excellent or good. The most common positive 
experience was that respondents felt they were able 
to be somewhere where they didn’t feel alone and 
were able to find people with a shared experience to 
their own as well as being able to hear from, and 
understand, the perspectives of others with different 
experiences. Some suggestions for improving the 
support groups were to expand regional support 
groups, look at better advertising with more advance 
notice and perhaps run specialised tailored support 
groups for specific needs. 
 

General Comments and Conclusion 
In general comments about engaging with VANISH, 
respondents overwhelmingly talked about what a 
positive experience it had been for them. Others 
talked positively about the skills of the staff and 
organisation. There were also a few comments about 
VANISH not being able to meet individual needs.  
 
The survey reflect the constant stream of 
compliments and thanks VANISH workers receive. The 
criticisms and suggestions for improvement are 
extremely helpful for VANISH to consider in terms of 
managing expectations, reviewing communication 
protocols, resourcing decisions, and managing 
complaints.  
 

VANISH will undertake further surveys to be able to 
measure quality improvement over time. VANISH 
would like to thank all respondents who took the time 
to share their feedback.  

SERVICE USERS SATISFACTION SURVEY 
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EVENTS AND OUTREACH 

VANISH has provided educational and awareness 
raising presentations in the community this year as 
well as representing VANISH at various events.  

 In terms of opportunities to gather together, VANISH 
arranged an anniversary event in October to 
commemorate the State Apology for Past Adoption 
Practices. About 30 people attended and enjoyed an 
insightful presentation from Paul-Auguste Cornefert of  
University of New South Wales about his research into 
the experiences of fathers separated from a child by 
adoption. We also enjoyed inspiring speeches from 
Diane Jacobsen and Penny Mackieson.  

 

Also in October, Charlotte Smith and Liz Tomlinson 
presented on “Supporting People Affected by Past and 
Forced Adoption Practices” at an event organised by 
the Eastern Metro Region Alliance. Also presenting 
were our colleagues at Open Place who delivered a 
moving presentation on Forgotten Australians.  
 
To commemorate the National Apology, VANISH 
arranged an afternoon tea in North Melbourne which 
was attended by members, service users and 
representatives from ARMS and Origins. Recognising 
that many are not able to travel to Melbourne, VANISH 
designed a commemorative postcard which was 
mailed to all members.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In March Charlotte Smith and Maire Peckett attended 
the unveiling in Sale of the statue ‘Cherished Mother 
and Child’. This was organised by the Independent 
Regional Mothers  to  acknowledge the bond which 
was broken through unethical and often illegal 
practices of the past, and to commemorate the 2012 
Victorian and 2013 National apologies.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The statue was unveiled by The Hon Darren Chester 
MP Federal Member of Gippsland following a moving 
ceremony where speeches were delivered by The Hon. 
Darren Chester, Cr. Darren McCubbin, former Victorian 
Premier Ted Baillieu, former Victorian Deputy Premier 
Peter Ryan and Brenda Coughlan, Spokesperson for 
the Independent Regional Mothers.  Representatives 
from ARMS and FIND also attended. 

Manager Charlotte Smith with Former Victorian Premier  

Ted Baillieu  at the unveiling in Sale, Gippsland 

‘Cherished Mother and Child’ was sculpted by Andrew  

Poppleton and cast by Meridian Sculptures  

Paul-Auguste Cornefert  presenting on his research on fathers 
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ADOPTION ACT REVIEW 

Review of the Adoption Act 1984 

We reported on VANISH’s vital interest in, and 
contributions to, the Victorian Law Reform 
Commission’s review of the Adoption Act 1984 in last 
year’s (2015-2016) Annual Report. We have since 
provided an update on further developments in the 
Winter 2017 edition of our newsletter, VOICE. 

To recap, the review of the Adoption Act 1984 was 
requested by the Victorian Attorney-General, Martin 
Pakula, in December 2015. This is the first 
comprehensive review of Victoria’s adoption legislation 
since the Act was passed over 30 years ago.  

The Adoption Act 1984 was considered radical at the 
time; it led the way for retrospective access to 
adoption records for adoptees, and ‘open’ adoption 
practices for future adoptions, across Australia. The Act 
was developed under the leadership of the Cain 
Government’s first Minister for Community Welfare 
Services – indeed, the first female appointed to a 
cabinet of the Victorian Parliament. This trailblazing 
woman, the late Pauline Toner, was also the first 
patron of VANISH.  

Three decades on, VANISH was pleased with the 
initiation of a review of the Adoption Act. However, we 
were quickly disappointed, firstly, with the terms of 
reference, which excluded various relevant matters – 
for example, intercountry adoption. Secondly, we were 
disappointed with the too brief, less than five-week,  

 

period allocated for the community consultation phase 
of the review, given the complexity of the issues and 
diversity of perspectives involved. The Commission 
advised that the short timelines were intended to 
ensure sufficient time to draft and pass any relevant 
legislation arising from the review within the current 
term of Government.  

The Commission completed its review and delivered its 
final report to the Attorney-General at the end of 
February 2017, as scheduled. The report was 
subsequently tabled in Parliament in June 2017. It is an 
understandably weighty document of 358 pages, which 
refers extensively to the 61 written submissions 
received, as well as the 38 consultations conducted, by 
the Commission during its review.  

The most significant of the 88 recommendations in the 
report is that the Adoption Act 1984 should be 
replaced with an entirely new Act, rather than make 
further piecemeal amendments to it. 

VANISH is pleased, having closely reviewed the 
Commission’s report, that the lifelong and 
intergenerational impacts of separation and adoption 
are emphasised throughout the report: 

While the Commission accepts that adoption can   
provide permanency and stability to a child, it can 

also cause psychological and emotional harm to the 
child and their natural parents. There are also 

ongoing, intergenerational effects of changing a 
person's identity and severing their legal relationship 

with their family. (17.3, p. 326) 

We are also pleased that at least half of the 88 
recommendations are wholly consistent with those 
made by VANISH or with our stated positions, including 
recommendations regarding the requirement for post-
adoption support to be legislated for in the Act, and 
improvements to access to information. A further third 
of the recommendations are acceptable to VANISH. For 
example: 

The Adoption Act should require the Secretary to 
establish and maintain adoption and post-adoption 
support services. These services should be accessible 

to adopted children and adults, natural parents, 
adoptive parents, parties to an adoption plan, natural 
relatives and natural children of adopted people. (72, 

p. 298) 
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ADOPTION ACT REVIEW 

However, we are opposed to 12 of the report’s 
recommendations. These include recommendations 
relating to changing an adoptee’s name and birth 
certificate; the nature of the counselling and legal 
assistance provided to adults considering 
relinquishment of their child for adoption; the 
circumstances in which parents’ consent can be 
dispensed with; eligibility requirements for prospective 
adoptive parents; and the circumstances in which a 
person already known to a child, including their 
permanent carer, can adopt them. 

In July 2017, VANISH was advised by the Minister for 
Families, Children and Youth, Jenny Mikakos, that the 
Government plans to take its time to consider the 
report’s many recommendations. So, it appears 
unlikely that the Government will initiate work on a 
new Adoption Act during its current term of office, 
after all.  

This is another significant disappointment to VANISH. 
We are aware that many expectations have been 
raised through the review process, and that many of 
the recommendations made as a result of the review 
would facilitate the identity, information and/or  

 
contact needs of thousands of adoptees, natural 
parents and other family members currently affected 
by the Act. 

Meanwhile, Minister Mikakos advised she would 
investigate making changes that require no legislative 
amendment – for example, to remove BMI and age 
criteria from the assessment requirements for people 
seeking to become adoptive parents. 

From VANISH’s perspective, the Government’s 
apparent focus on promoting the interests of an 
unknown, but relatively small, number of potential 
adoptive parents is frustratingly out of step with the 
gist of the Commission’s recommendations, given the 
ongoing discrimination against natural parents and 
adopted people that is inherent in Victoria’s current 
legislation, policies and practices. 

VANISH will continue to advocate on behalf of our 
members, service users and community for the Act to 
properly accommodate the rights and needs of the 
thousands of people it affects. We will continue to 
provide updates as the government’s response to the 
report unfolds. 
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Thank You Volunteers! 

 

Thank you to the wonderful volunteers who have supported the work of VANISH over the past year. Their time, 

energy and contributions are very much appreciated. 

Accountant:  Barbara Burns 

Administrative Support:  Judith Bancroft, Elaine McDuff 

Communications Assistant:  Myra Krafft 

 
Ryerson Index 
Thank you to the following for their contributions over many years to the Ryerson Index and for their  
on-going support of VANISH:  
Jo Burns, Bernadette Harris, Tara McLaren, Mary Rawson and Judith Thorn. 



 

 

FINANCIAL REPORT 

Committee’s Report for the year ended 30 June 2017 

Your committee members submit the financial accounts of the VANISH Inc. for the financial year ended 30 

June 2017. 

 

Committee Members  

The names of committee members at the date of this report are: 

Penny Mackieson (Chairperson) 

Tricia Lester (Secretary) 

Simon Pryor (Treasurer) 

Cathy Burnett 

Courtney Du Toit     

Sue Green     

Paul Ruff      

Ex-officio, Charlotte Smith (Manager)  

 

Principal Activities  

The principal activities of the association during the financial year were search, counselling and support 

services for people who have experienced being separated from their child or family of origin by adoption, 

state wardship and donor assisted reproduction, as outlined in the Constitution of VANISH Inc. 

 

Operating Result 

The profit from ordinary activities after providing for income tax amounted to: 

 

 Year ended Year ended 

 30 June 2017 30 June 2016 

 

 $32,575     $34,623 

 

Signed in accordance with a resolution of the Members of the Committee on  

 

 

 

 

 

 (Chairperson)        (Treasurer) 
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FINANCIAL REPORT 

   Summary Profit and Loss Statement for the year ended 30 June 2017 

 

 

 

 2017 2016 

Revenue   

DHHS Recurrent Funding $408,026 $390,811 

DHHS Fixed Funding 63,731  

DHHS Donor Conception Funding $33,458  

Partner Memorandums of Understanding   

  Berry Street $41,299 $42,390 

  Relationships Australia $35,879 $30,179 

  Lifeworks Training  $2,682  

  Compass Small grants  $800 

RAV Small Grants $8,793  

DHHS Workforce Development Funding  $100,000 

Interest received $2,650 $3,900 

Donations $315 $3,102 

Other income  $110 

Total Revenue $594,151 $573,974 

   

Expenses   

Communications $6,113 $6,547 

Finance $6,157 $7,063 

Administration $20,537 $19,537 

Depreciation $10,918 $8,294 

Information technology $8,630 $8,371 

Governance and Compliance $6,131 $6,879 

Small Grants $11,158 $1,516 

Service expenses $19,365 $14,372 

Employment $404,468 $405,599 

Property  $52,439 $50,409 

Utilities $7,094 $6,930 

Resources and publications $4,020 $2,378 

Professional development, training and Supervision $4,546 $1,456 

Total Expenses $561,576 $539,351 

Net Profit $32,575 $34,623 
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FINANCIAL REPORT 

 2017 2016 

Assets   

Current Assets   

   Cash and cash equivalents $368,096 $240,251 

   Income Owing 0 $22,584 

Total Current Assets $368,096 $262,835 

Non-current Assets   

Security Deposit Howard Street $10,000 $10,000 

Property, Plant and Equipment  $35,770  $36,006 

Total Non-Current Assets $45,770 $46,006 

Total Assets $413,866 $308,841 

Liabilities   

Current Liabilities   

   Trade creditors and accruals $13,024 $4,990 

   GST liability $13,006 $8,055 

   Payroll liabilities $16,134 $10,424 

   Grants  unspent  $80,313 $35,261 

   Provisions $21,089 $13,259 

Total Current Liabilities $107,297 $71,989 

Non-Current Liabilities   

   Provision for Long Service leave $25,373 $24,501 

Total Non-Current Liabilities $25,373 $24,501 

Total Liabilities $168,939 $96,490 

Net Assets $244,927 $212,351 

VANISH Funds   

  Retained Earnings  $244,927 $212,351 

 

Total VANISH Funds 

 

$244,927 

 

$212,351 

   

Summary Statement of Cash Flows for the year ended 30 June 2017 
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FINANCIAL REPORT 

         

      

 

A copy of the full financial reports is available to members upon request  

by emailing info@vanish.org.au or telephoning (03) 9328 8611.  

 2017 2016 

Cash Flows Operating Activities   

DHHS recurrent funding $508,027 $390,811 

Workforce Development funding  $100,000 

DHHS Donor Conception  $66,915  

RAV small grants $13,180  

Partner Memorandums of Understanding $69,792 $64,925 

Interest received $2,650 $3,901 

Donations $315 $3,102 

Payments to Suppliers and Employees $(517,401) $(563,637) 

GST ( net) $(4,951) $(5,791) 

Net Cash Inflow from Operating Activities $138,527 $(6,689) 

   

Plant and Equipment and Leasehold improvements $(10,681) $(11,232) 

Net Cash Outflow from Investing Activities $(10,681) $(11,232) 

   

Loan  0 $(2.714) 

Small grant 0 $5,291 

Net Cash Inflow from Financing Activities $0 $2,577 

Total net Cash Inflow for the Year $127,845 $(15.344) 

   

Cash at the beginning of the year $250,251 $265,595 

Cash at 30th June 2017 $378,096 $250,251 

Total net Cash Inflow for the Year $127,845 $(15,344) 

   

Balance at 1 July 2016 $212,351 $177,728 

Net profit for the year 32,575 $34,623 

Balance at 30 June 2017 $244,927 $212,351 

Summary Statement of Change in Equity  for the year ended 30 June 2017 

Summary Statement of Cash Flows for the year ended 30 June 2017 
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Certificate by Members of the Committee for the year ended 30 June 2017 

 

The Committee has determined that the association is not a reporting entity and that this special purpose 

financial report should be prepared in accordance with the accounting policies outlined in Note 1 to the 

financial statements. 

 

In the opinion of the Committee the Income and Expenditure Statement, Statement of Financial Position, 

Statement of Cash Flows and Notes to the Financial Statements: 

 

1. Presents fairly the financial position of VANISH Inc. as at 30 June 2017 and its performance for the year 

ended on that date. 

 

2. At the date of this statement there are reasonable grounds to believe that the association will be able to 

pay its debts as and when they fall due. 

 

This statement is made in accordance with a resolution of the Committee and is signed for and on behalf of 

the Committee on : 

 

 

 

Penny Mackieson (Chairperson) 

 

 

 

Simon Pryor (Treasurer) 

FINANCIAL REPORT 
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VANISH welcomes voluntary donations at any time to enable us to extend our services. 

Give now at www.givenow.com.au/vanishinc 

PO Box 112 Carlton South 3053 

 

(03)  9328 8611 

1300 826 474 (1300 VANISH) 

info@vanish.org.au 

www.vanish.org.au 

 

1st Floor, 50 Howard Street,  

North Melbourne   

Victoria  3051 

 

ABN 35 582 901 627 

mailto:info@vanish.org.ua
http://www.vanish.org.au

